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Abstract 

This paper considers computation of the mixed real and complex j t  

upper bound expressed in terms of Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). 
We build on two existing methods, Osborne's for balancing matrices, 
and the method of centers as proposed by Boyd and El Ghaoui. These 
methods are compared and a hybrid algorithm that combines the best 
features of each is proposed. Numerical experiments suggest that this 
hybrid algorithm provides an efficient method to compute the upper 
bound for mixed p. 

1 Introduction 

The structured singular value, p ,  was first introduced in (11 as a method 
for analyzing the robustness of systems with respect to structured un- 
certainties. A large variety of robust stability and robust performance 
problems can easily be reformulated as p computation problems, with 
respect to  a block structure which we denote by A. In general, the ex- 
act computation of p is quite difficult, thus computational efforts have 
emphasized methods for determining upper and lower bounds, with 
fairly good results for problems containing complex only uncertainties. 
One very efficient method for approximating the complex upper bound 
which is widely used is based on Osborne's method for preconditioning 
matrices [2]. An alternative method which is often used and is efficient 
for small size problems has been developed based on results due to 
Safonov [3]. 

For problems containing both real and complex uncertainties, i.e., 
mixed p problems, computational methods for determining the upper 
bound are either accurate but too slow, or efficient but not consistently 
accurate. An efficient but somewhat ad-hoc algorithm for computing 
the upper bound developed by Young and Newlin [4] first balances the 
mixed p upper bound problem statement in such a way that the Os- 
borne method for the complex p upper bound can be applied yielding 
a good initial estimate for the solution. The problem is then reformu- 
lated in a more standard format and a subgradient method applied, 
resulting in a more accurate solution. Fan has implemented a cutting 
plane algorithm which solves the mixed p upper bound problem for- 
mulated in [5]. Although the cutting plane method is fairly accurate, 
it is relatively slow. An algorithm for solving the mixed p problem 
which is both accurate and efficient remains to  be developed. 

Recently, much attention has been focused on determining efficient 
and accurate computational schemes for solving a class of problems 
to  which both the mixed and complex p upper bound problems be- 
long. The problems considered in many of these efforts are written as 
maximum eigenvalue or maximum generalized eigenvalue optimization 
problems, which are equivalently formulated as linear matrix inequal- 
ity (LMI) optimization problems. Nesterov and Nemirovsky [GI, Boyd 
and El Ghaoui [7], and Jarre [8] have utilized interior point methods 
for solving these LMI problems with promising results. Fan [9] has also 
implemented an algorithm for solving this class of problems. We have 
been primarily motivated by two methods in our search for determin- 
ing a satisfactory computational solution to  the mixed j t  upper bound 
problem: interior point methods for solving LMI optimization prob- 
lems, and the Osborne method for computing the complex p upper 
bound. 

In Section 2, both the complex and mixed p problems are defined, 

along with associated bounds. A general description of LMI optimiza- 
tion via interior point methods is given in Section 3, along with a brief 
outline of recent results due to Nesterov and Nemirovsky, Jarre, and 
Boyd and El Ghaoui. In Section 4, Osborne's method for precondition- 
ing matrices and the application of this method to  the complex p upper 
bound problem is discussed. An extension of Osborne's method to  the 
mixed p upper bound problem is described in Section 5.  A compari- 
son, including numerical experiments, of the computational methods is 
presented in Section 6, and in Section 7 a brief summary of our findings 
is given. 

2 Preliminaries 

The notation used in this paper is fairly standard, and is essentially a 
simplified version of that used in [5] and [4]. Given a matrix M E Cnxn, 
we denote the complex conjugate transpose by M', the spectral radius 
by p ( M ) ,  the maximum singular value by F ( M ) ,  and the structured 
singular value by p ( M ) .  Consider the system shown in Figure 1 ,  where 
M E CnXn represents what is known about the system, and A is a block 
diagonal matrix representing what is varied or unknown about the 
system, i.e., perturbations or uncertainties. The definition of p for this 

Y 

Figure 1: Standard System 

system deprlnds explicitly on the A block structure. For the purpose 
of this paper, the A block structure is restricted to the following set. 
Given two non-negative integers m, and m,, with m, + m, = n,  

Note that for the purely complex case m, = 0. 

Definition 1 The structured singular value, p a ( M ) ,  of a matrix M E 
Cnxn with respect to  a block structure A is defined as 

-1 

p a ( M )  = (Ei { F ( A )  : d e t ( 1 -  A M )  = 0)) (1) 

with pa  = 0 if no A E A solves d e t ( 1 -  A M )  = 0. 

tion of p 
In the purely complex case, we conclude directly from the defini- 

P(M) 5 PA(Af)  5 F ( b f ) .  (2) 
A substantial gap may exist between p and F, thus these bounds are re- 
fined by considering transformations on M which do not affect p a ( M )  
but do affect p and a. Since we are only interested in the upper bound 
in this paper, we discuss only transformations on M which affect F ( M ) .  
For a more in depth discussion of the lower bound, see for example [4] 
and [lo]. Consider the following subset of Cnxn 

2, = {d iag[d l , .  . . , dm,] : 0 < dj E R} 
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where V and C are defined as in Section 2. M E Cnx", and a E R. We Note that for A E A and D E V, 

D A = A D  (3) 

which leads to  the following thereom. 

Theorem 1 For all D E V 

~ A ( M )  = P A ( D M D - ' ) .  (4) 

Therefore the upper bound for the complex p problem can be tightened 
t o  

~ A ( M )  5 DEV inf ~ ( D M D - ' ) .  (5) 

In the mixed p problem, the upper bound is more complicated. 
As one simple approach, we could cover the real perturbations with 
complex perturbations and use the complex p upper bound, as this 
would cover the perturbation set A. However, this method does not 
exploit any of the phase information given by the real perturbations, 
resulting in an upper bound which is too conservative. The upper 
bound defined in (51 does use the phase information given by the real 
perturbations, and is a t  least as good as the complex p upper bound 
and often much better. Consider the following subsets of PX". 

V = { d W [ d l , .  . . I  dm,, dm,+l,. . ., dm,+m,] : 0 < di E R} 

E =  (d iag[g l , . . . , g rn~ ,O , . . . ,O]  : S i = €  R} 

Using this notation, an upper bound for the mixed p problem is given 
in the following theorem which is taken from [5].  

Theorem 2 Given a matrir M E Cnxn, and a compatible block struc- 
ture A, suppose a, is the result of the minimization problem 

a. = inf [min{a : M * D M  + j ( G M  - M'G) - O D  I O } ]  ( 6 )  
DE'D,GEE aER 

then p a ( M )  = 0 ifa. 5 0 ,  otherwise 

The upper bound given by this theorem is easily written as an 
LMI optimization problem, as discussed in the following section. 

3 Optimization Methods for LMIs 

General LMI problems can be described by the following decision prob- 
lem: 

Does 3X : A ' X A -  B'XB + X C +  C ' X  + D 5 0 
subject to: X E X 

where X describes the feasible set for X ,  i.e., the set of block diagonal 
structured Hermitian matrices, and A ,  B ,  C and D are constant ma- 
trices having corresponding block partitions. In the complex p upper 
bound case X must also be positive definite [ll]. Henceforth, we will 
denote A'XA - B'XB + X C + C ' X  + D by A ( X ) .  One way of refor- 
mulating the above LMI decision problem as an optimization problem 
is 

(8) 

m p  XmarA(X) (9) 

subject to: X E X 
where X,,,A(X) is referred to  as the objective function. When A ( X )  
is an Hermitian matrix which is affine in X ,  X , , , d (X)  belongs t o  the 
class of convex, non-differentiable functions for which numerous opti- 
mization methods have been developed. Specifically, the minimization 
of the maximum eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix which depends lin- 
early on a real set of paraineters has received considerable attention 
[121, P31, [SI. 

As special a case of the problem represented by (8), the mixed 
p upper bound optimization problem can be formulated as an LMI 
decision problem as follows: 

(10) 
Does 3 0 ,  G : M'DM + j ( G M  - M'G) - a D  5 0 and D 2 0 

subject to: D E V, G E 0 

can easily put-(lO) into the exact form given in (8) or (9) by defining 

X , = [ i  : ] , A , =  [ s ] , B , = [ . , I ] . C , = [ j " . ] , a n d  

D ,  = 0 where p = d a ) .  Thus the mixed p upper bound problem 
is easily put into LMI form. However, t o  "solve" the mixed p upper 
bound, a series of iterations on a must be performed, that is, a series 
of LMIs must be optimized, with decreasing a values. Thus the mixed 
p upper bound problem in LMI optimization form is 

min a : minX,,,(M*DM + j ( G M  - M'G) - O D )  5 0 }  (11) { D,G 

subject to: D E V , G  E 8. 
Alternatively, LMI problems in general, and more specifically the 

mixed p upper bound problem defined in [5] can be reformulated as 
generalized eigenvalue optimization problems [7], [15], 

p a ( M )  5 minX,,,(M*DM + j ( G M  - M * G ) , D )  

subject to: D E V , G  E 8 

(12) 
D,G 

where X, , , (X ,Y)  for the pair X = X*, Y = Y' is defined as 

Xm, , (X ,Y)= inf {XER:XY-X>O} .  (13) 

The minimization of the maximum generalized eigenvalue of a pair of 
such matrices is not a convex optimization problem, in contrast to  (9). 
However it is quasiconvex, for which a number of reliable optimization 
methods exist, for example cutting plane methods such as the ellipsoid 
algorithm developed by Shor, Nemirovsky and Yudin, or Kelley's cut- 
ting plane algorithm [17], [MI. This problem has been studied more 
recently (see [7] and the references therein). Applications of interior 
point methods and the theory of self-concordant functions, which are 
discussed in the following subsection, have yielded promising results 
[141,i61, [71. 

3.1 Interior Point Methods 

Interior and exterior point methods are used to convert constrained 
minimization problems to  unconstrained minimization problems, to  
which optimization algorithms such as Newton's method are applied. 
Both methods utilize a penalty function, usually constructed from the 
constraint functions, which is added to the objective function. These 
penalty functions greatly increase the objective function cost for vi- 
olation of constraints. Interior point methods are not applicable to 
problems with equality constraints, whereas exterior point methods 
may be used on problems with equality and/or inequality constraints. 

The basic idea behind interior point methods is to  convert the in- 
equality constraint functions into a barrier function; that is, a function 
whose value approaches infinity near the border of the feasible region. 
For example, suppose we have a standard optimization problem with 
the objective function denoted by f and inequality constraint functions 
denoted by hi, 1 5 i 5 m ,  so that our optimization problem is stated 
as 

mjn f (14) 

subject to: h , ( z )  2 0 , l  5 i 5 m. 

One commonly used barrier function is the logarithmic barrier func- 
tion, 

m 

d ( Z , T )  = - T E l n h , ( z )  (15) 
i=l 

where the parameter r determines the weight of the function. An 
alternative barrier function is given by 

m .  

A new unconstrained optimization problem is then given by 

minP(z , r )  = miii(f(z)+d(z,r))  (17) 
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where r decreases as the iterations progress. Under mild condi- 
tions, lim,,o(min, P ( z , r ) )  = min, f ( x )  ([21], [20]). This minimum 
is achieved in the interior of the feasible region, since near the bound- 
ary of the feasible set, P ( z , r )  approaches infinity. 

3.2 Applications of Interior Point Methods and the 
Method of Centers 

Recently, interior point methods have been applied to  a variety of 
LMI problems with favorable results. The interest in interior point 
methods for solving LMIs is due mainly to the work of Nesterov and 
Nemirovsky, [14], [6], who propose an algorithm for solving problems 
such as (17), and show that alarge class of logarithmic barrier functions 
satisfy a desirable property called strong self-concordance. Nesterov 
and Nemirovsky's algorithm utilizes Newton's method in the following 
manner. Starting from some initial point z1 , iteratively determine 
I* = argmin P(z, r)  such that at the kth iteration 

zk+l = x k  - .kIf-'(zk)g(zk) (18) 

where H ( z )  is the Hessian and g ( z )  the gradient of P(x, r )  with respect 
to  5, and sk is the step size of the kth iteration. A simple rule for 
determining the step size sk is given. Nesterov and Nemirovsky prove 
that if the function q% is strongly self-concordant, then computable 
bounds exist on the number of iterations of (18) required to  find I* to  
within a given tolerance. 

As one application of Nesterov and Nemirovsky's methods, Jarre 
[8] develops an interior point algorithm which utilizes a logarithmic 
barrier function for a problem such as that given in (9). He applies this 
algorithm to (9) and compares the results to those found for other con- 
vex programming methods. Jarre's interior point algorithm requires 
fewer iterations than either the subgradient method or the cutting- 
plane algorithm employed by Boyd and Yang [13]. Similarly, Boyd 
and El Ghmui [7] apply Nesterov and Nemirovsky's methods to  the 
following generalized eigenvalue problem. 

subject to: B ( z )  > 0 

where A(z) and B ( s )  are symmetric matrices which depend affinely 
on I E R", and satisfy a given set of assumptions. They utilize the 
following logarthmic barrier function 

q5(z) = -logdet+(x) (20) 

where 
F ( z )  = XB(x)  - A(z) 

and it is assumed that X is chosen so that 3(z)  > 0. This barrier 
function is analytic, and strictly convex. Additionally, the Hessian and 
gradient functions for q%(x), H ( z )  and grad(s), are easily computed as 

gradi(z) = --Trace(J(z)-'+;) (22) 

(23) 

and 
~ i j ( z )  = Trace(+( x)-'+i+( z ) - ' ~ j )  

where 3; = E. It is easily shown that the resulting quadratic approx- 
imation can be determined by a single Frobenius norm minimization, 
which does not require forming the Hessian. The optimum point I* = 
argmin flz) is often referred to  as the analytic center of F(z) [8], [7]. 

Boyd and El Ghmui implement an iterative optimization algo- 
rithm for (19) which is based on the method of centers due to Huard 
[19], so called because at each iteration the analytic center of F ( x )  is 
determined for the current A value. The algorithm starts at an initial 
point (A1,zl) and proceeds as follows: 

where 0 < 0 < 1. The method of centers proposed by Huard is com- 
pleted with 8 = 0. The step given by (25) represents a separate it- 
erative process. At each stage of the algorithm represented by (24) 
and (25) the analytic center, . * (Ak+') ,  is determined using an iterative 
Newton method similar to that proposed by Nesterov and Nemirovsky, 
however, the step size sk is determined by an exact line search. Boyd 
and El Ghaoui provide a convergence analysis for their method of cen- 
ters, indicating that X k  converges to  a minimum, A', with at least 
geometric convergence. Additionally, stopping criteria are provided 
for this algorithm. See [7] for a more thorough description of this 
algorithm and it's properties. 

Boyd and El Ghmui's method of centers immediately extends t o  
affine functions of diagonal matrices, X, i.e., A ( X ) ,  B ( X )  and F ( X ) ,  
with F, = e. As an example consider the mixed p upper bound 
problem given by (12). In this case, the variable set is denoted by 
(D,G) and the equations corresponding t o  (20) and (21) are 

(26) 

(27) 

4( D, G) = -logdetF( D,  G) 

where 
+(D,G)= XB(D,G)-  A(D,G), 

B(D,G)  = D, and A(D,G) = M'DM +j(GA4 - Al'G). 

Again it is assumed that X is chosen so that 3 ( D ,  G) > 0. The complex 
case is easily represented by the above with G = 0, i.e., 

(28) +( D)  = AD - APDM. 

An application of Boyd and El Ghaoui's algorithm to the mixed \I 

upper bound problem given by (12) is discussed in [15]. We have also 
implemented a version of this algorithm for comparison to  the extended 
Osborne method described in Section 5. The Osborne method for the 
complex p upper bound is described first in the following section. 

4 Osborne's Method for Preconditioning Ma- 
trices 

Osborne presents a method in [2] for determining norm-reducing sim- 
ilarity transforma.tions for square matrices. The norm to which he 
refers is the Frobenius, or Euclidean, matrix norm defined as follows. 
Let M E Cnxn, then 

The method Osborne develops yields a series of similarity transforma- 
tions, Dk, such that 

The resulting norm-reduced matrix is often referred to as balanced 
since the Euclidean norms of the corresponding rows and columns are 
equal. This method is often used to  precondition matrices before call- 
ing other linear algebra routines, such as eigenvalue decompositions 
and least squares problems. The computation cost is O(nz )  which 
is negligible compared to many standard linear algebra computations 
which are O(n3).  

Due to the following well-known relation 

1 
(31) 

- f i l l M l 1 F  5 T(h3) 5 llMllF 

the norm reduction method given by Osborne for the Frobenius norm 
of DMD-' is also a norm reduction method for the complex p upper 
bound when the similarity transformations, D,  are restricted to the 
set defined by V. In fact, solving for D' = argminD I(DMD-'IIF by 
Osborne's method results in reasonably good approximations to the 
problem D' = argminDT(DA4D-I). 

Osborne presents an iterative method which is summarized in the 
following. For a given matrix M ,  denote the i j t h  element by m;j, 
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the ith row by m,. and the ith column by m.,. Let e, represent the 
column vector where the ith element is 1 and all other elements are 0. 
We consider the Euclidean norm for vectors and define 

R, = IImw - mtrelllE, 

s, = 1Im.t - m,teTIIE 

(32) 

(33) 

and 
(34) 

Note that the positive, real number 2; is chosen to  minimize J:R! + 
+S: and makes the resulting scaled row and column have equal norm, 
$he rows and columns of M are modified in a cyclic order, such that 
at the kth iteration, the ith row and column are altered where i - 1 is 
the least positive residue of k - 1 modulo n. The process is initialized 
with D1 = I. At each iteration, the following steps are completed: 

1. Given Dk, determine 

- d iag[ l ,  ..., l , d z , l  ,..., 11 i < n 
i = It Dk = { diagp?, . ..i-I, 11 

where & is computed using equations (32) - (34) for the matrix 
Mk = DkMD;'. 

2. Set Dk+l = DkBk. 

The iterations proceed until zi is sufficiently close to 1 for n consecutive 
steps. Proof of convergence for the statement given in (30) is provided 
by Osborne in [2]_Since the resulting Dk'S are diagonal at every step, 
and the elements di are real and positive, the resulting transformation 
is always an element of the set 'D. If either Rj or Si is zero, M is called 
degenerate and a simple modification of the algorithm is required. We 
will assume, without loss of generality, that such a degeneracy does 
not arise. 

4.1 Osborne's Method for the Complex p Upper Bound 

Osborne's method can be implemented exactly as suggested by Os- 
borne [2] and described above but we actually use an alternative that 
uses more matrix oriented computations and avoids the looping re- 
quired by Osborne's algorithm. This is important when using inter- 
pretive languages like Matlab, which is used for the numerical experi- 
ments in this paper. The modified version of Osborne's method, which 
we refer to as the element-by-element (EBE) approach, is outlined as 
follows. Define R;, Si and d, as in equations (32) - (34). Initialize the 
process with D1 = Z and M1 = A i .  At each iteration the following 
steps are completed: 

1 -1 
1. Determine Mk+l = D i  MkDk '. 
2. For Mk+l, determine 2, vi E (1,. . . , n } .  

3. Set Dk+l = diag[&, . . . ,&I. 
The iterations proceed until, as above, Dk is sufficiently close to  I. 
The EBE approach is much faster in Matlab than the original Osborne 
method. The application of Osborne's method to  the computation of 
the complex p upper bound, via the EBE method, yields an extremely 
fast and often accurate solution. 

It can be shown that for each n ib+] ,  the step in Dl;+l is equiva- 
lent to a modified Newton step for IIDMD-'(IF, where the Hessian is 
replaced by it's diagonal. As this Hessian is diagonally dominant, the 
EBE method is a good approximation to  a full Newton's method, but 
is much faster, as the full Hessian is not computed or inverted. 

Although Osborne's method nearly always results in a good ap- 
proximation to  minT(DMD-'), examples for which this method fails 
are easily constructed. Consider the inequality in (31). The left 
inequality is achieved on normal matrices (i.e., matrices for which 
MM' = M ' M ) ,  and the right inequality is achieved on rank one 

matrices. For example, consider the n x n rank one matrix X, with 
Xi, = 1, V i , j  and the n x n matrix Y = d n ) I ,  and construct the 
matrix 

Thus F (M)  = F ( X )  = n. Note that M is already balanced in the 
Osborne sense, that is, the Euclidean norm of the ith row is equivalent 
to  the Euclidean norm of the ith column, for every i E (1 , .  . . , n} .  
The minimum, however, of T(DA4D-l) = n3I4 is obtained by letting 
d = n-1/4 and D = diag[dI,l]. Thus the optimal Osborne solution 
can be off by as much n1I4. 

Although the gap is usually much lower than n1l4, we'd like to  de- 
termine a method which performs more consistently and which extends 
Osborne to  the mixed p case. The mixed p upper bound problem can 
be formulated as the minimization of a maximum singular value [4], 

D.G j G )  ( I  + Gz)-!) (35) 

however, minimizing the Frobenius norm of (35) results in a good solu- 
tion for the D matrix, but not for the G matrix. Thus we have chosen 
to look for a blend of Osborne's method and the method of centers 
proposed by Boyd and El Ghaoui as a means for computing the mixed 
p upper bound. 

5 Extension of Osborne's Method to Mixed 
Upper Bound 

First, consider the function 

r(x, D )  = ~ Det(D) - (Det(A1- D-'M'DAi))-l. (36) Det(F(D)) - 

For large values of A we can approximate r(A, D) by 

1 
r (A ,D) -  A"(l+-Trace(D-'M'DAf)+ A ...). (37) 

Since Trace(D-'M'DM) = I l D - i M D i l l ~ ,  minimizing r(A, D)  for 
large A is essentially equivalent to Osborne's method. If we used the 
logarithmic function 

@(A,  D) = log r(A, D) = -logdet(T(D)) + logdet(D) (38) 

or in the mixed p case 

Det( D) 
@(A,  D,G)  = log Det(T(D,G)) = -logdet(F(D,G)) + logdet(D). 

in the method of centers, then Osborne's method would be a limit- 
ing case of the method of centers for large A. Note that in trying 
to  minimize @(A, D,G), the Det(D) term prevents us from merely in- 
creasing the values of the elements of D without limit. Unfortunately, 
@(A,  D, G)  is not a barrier function for (D, G), due to  the Det(D) term, 
and in fact is not a convex function. Thus the Hessian for @(A, D,G)  
is indefinite and Newton type methods will not work. 

Although we cannot completely connect Osborne's method with 
the standard method of centers, these considerations do suggest an 
extension of Osborne's method. The actual function we will consider 

(39) 

is 

If we write q ( A ,  D,G) as a function of a single pair of d; and gi for some 
i ,  while holding the other variables constant, it is easy to minimize I 
analytically. (Note that Det(F(D,G)) is quadratic in each d;, g; pair 
when the remaining variables are held constant.) Thus we can obtain 
what we will refer to as the EBE method by simply using the d; and 
gi so obtained as a search direction. 
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Recall that Osborne's method corresponds to choosing a large 
value for A, leaving it constant, and then optimizing @(A,  D,G). How- 
ever, as we actually desire to  minimize A, not V(X, D,G), we complete 
only a few iterations of the EBE algorithm, and then update A. This 
approach is more successful for the mixed ,U problem than leaving X 
fixed or updating it after many EBE iterations. Also, unlike Osborne, 
we do a line search on @. This modified Osborne method gives a better 
bound than standard Osborne in the complex case, and extends t o  the 
mixed problem, where it also seems to  give good bounds. At the same 
time, it is much cheaper computationally than the method of centers. 
Unfortunately, it does not always converge to  the optimum bound, and 
so is best suited t o  computing initial starting values for other methods, 
like the method of centers. 

Our best algorithm to date involves a combination that begins 
with iterations of the EBE method, and then shifts to  the method of 
centers using the function given by (26) with one d, variable held con- 
stant. The remainder of this paper will explore in more detail the prop- 
erties of this algorithm. In particular, we will compare more closely 
our EBE algorithm with the method of centers to  better understand 
how the shift from one to  the other should take place. 

6 Comparison of EBE versus Method of Cen- 
ters 

In implementing the method of centers for the mixed p upper bound 
problem, the gradient and Hessian formulas given by (22) and (23) can 
be simplified in such a manner that no matrix trace terms need to be 
computed. For example, if we denote 

E = F(D,G)-', J = .F(D,G)-'M', I < =  M.F(D,G)-'M* 

where M is the given system matrix as originally defined, the gradients 
given by (22) can be simplified to  the following form. For gradients 
taken over the d, variables 

(41) 

grad,(D,G) = -azE, ,  + IC,,, (42) 

grad,(D,G) = 28(5,,). (43) 

and for gradients taken over the g, variables 

Similar formulas may be obtained for the Hessian. Additionally, as 
mentioned in Section 5, one d, variable corresponding to a complex 
perturbation is held constant. 

While the standard method of centers uses Newton's method, it 
may be more efficient to avoid computing full Newton steps when pos- 
sible. The main problem with using Newton steps to find the analytic 
center is that the initial steps it gives are extremely small, resultingin a 
very slow initial progression to  the analytic center. The Hessian for ei- 
ther 4( D, G)  or Det(F(D, G))-l near the boundary of the region where 
(F (D,G) )  is positive definite contains extremely large values, thus the 
steps are small and may even be in poor directions. As the Hessian for 
$(D,G) has strictly smaller values than that for Det(.F(D,G))-', it is 
best to  use the former in the method of centers. 

An additional problem with the method of centers is that when 
X is far from the optimum, minimizing -1ogdet between each X update 
is wasteful since we really want to  minimize A .  It is typically much 
better to update X before the analytic center is found, for two reasons. 
The first is that the Newton steps to compute the analytic center are 
expensive and their number should be minimized. The second is that 
in the process of finding the analytic center, it is typical that the opti- 
mal X initially goes down, but then increases as the analytic center is 
approached. Thus stopping the iteration before the analytic center is 
found not only saves expensive Newton steps, but also results in even 
smaller values for X at each iteration. 

6.1 Numerical experiments 

A numerical experiment illustrates the relationship between the EBE 
method and the method of centers. For each algorithm, there are 
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Figure 2: Errors for EBE and method of centers for 20 problems using 
5 and 20 iterations 

numerous choices that can be made that affect the outcome, and we 
have not fully explored which choices are best. Recall that the general 
algorithm for the method of centers consists of the X iteration in (24) 
with xk+l taken as the analytic center in (25). The EBE algorithm 
we tested against this involves an alternative method for computing 
&+l. Specifically, is found by computing a descent direction in 
@ using the EBE method described above, followed by a line search on 
@. This EBE computation is repeated once before the X is updated. 
In contrast, the method of centers uses several Newton steps to find 
the analytic center before updating A. Thus each iteration in X of 
the method of centers is substantially more expensive than the EBE 
algorithm. 

The two algorithms are compared in Figure 2. The data for this 
plot was obtained by generating 100 psuedo-random 5 x 5 complex ma- 
trices using a method that we have found gives reasonable test matrices 
similar to  what occurs in frequency responses in typical engineering ap- 
plications [16]. Our best hybrid algorithm, described later, of EBE and 
method of centers was then run until it converged to what we believe 
is a good approximation to  the optimal upper bound and the matrix 
was divided by this value so that its upper bound was approximately 1. 
Then 5 and 20 X iterations of each of the EBE and method of centers 
algorithms was run on the matrices, giving a total of 4 runs on each 
matrix. These 4 runs all used the same initial conditions of D = I, 
G = 0 .  

The plots in Figure 2 show the errors for the 20 worst problems out 
of 100 for each run. Note that after 5 iterations, the EBE algorithm 
has less than half the error of the method of centers, despite being 
much less expensive. Furthermore, the 80 matrices not shown all had 
errors below 3% after 5 EBE iterations and the worst matrix had an 
error below 10%. After 20 iterations, however, the error for the EBE 
method has not improved substantially and is much worse than the 
method of centers. This suggests that the EBE method be used to  
obtain initial values of the variables for a subsequent application of 
the method of centers. Better yet, a hybrid of the two algorithms that 
transitions smoothily from one to  the other can be constructed. 

6.2 A hybrid algorithm 

Our experience and analysis strongly suggest that the EBE algorithm 
is superior initially but can fail to converge to  the optimum, while the 
method of centers is guaranteed to  converge but can be much slower. 
The best algorithm would be a combination of the two, starting with 
EBE and ending with the method of centers. This combination of 
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algorithms is easily constructed, yielding what could be viewed as an 
approximate method of centers. 

The final hybrid algorithm consists of the same X iteration as the 
method of centers in (24) and (25), restated here for convenience, 

Ah+’ = (1  - O)X,.,(A(zk), E ( z k ) )  + O X k  (44) 

Ikfl = .‘(Xk+’). (45) 

The hybrid algorithm differs from the standard method of centers in 
the computation of XI. Initially, I* is computed by the EBE method 
described above. As iterations proceed, more steps are taken to  obtain 
x* before updating A, and gradually Newton steps are added as well. 
Eventually, the Newton steps are run until the analytic center is found 
and thus the final algorithm executed is exactly the method of centers. 

At any stage of the hybrid algorithm, the computation of I*  can 
be characterized by the number of EBE steps and the number of New- 
ton steps taken. We have not resolved how to choose these numbers, 
and so far have used a fixed schedule plus some simple stopping tests. 
Our experience so far suggests that even a naive hybrid algorithm has 
substantially better performance than either the EBE or method of 
centers alone. Since the upper bound being computed will be com- 
pared with a lower bound, the likely strategy will be to  achieve some 
specified bound, or run until convergence. Hopefully, this will usually 
need only the initial EBE iterations. 

7 Summary 

We have attempted to  directly compare Osborne’s method and the 
method of centers proposed by Boyd and El Ghaoui for computing the 
mixed p upper bound. We have proposed a modified Osborne method, 
which we called the EBE method, for the computation of the mixed p 
upper bound which is much faster than the standard method of centers 
far from the optimum, but which can fail to  converge to the optimum. 
The EBE method should serve roughly the same purpose for mixed 
p upper bound as Osborne did for the complex p upper bound. The 
EBE method is slower but more accurate than standard Osborne on 
purely complex problems. 

The best algorithm in the class we considered here appears to  be 
a hybrid of the EBE and method of centers algorithms. Although this 
algorithm is reasonably efficient, there are still opportunities for im- 
provements. For example, the strict splitting of the iteration between 
updating X and I in (44) and (45) is somewhat artificial. Furthermore, 
the convergence rate of the method of centers can be quite slow and 
it might by advantageous to  use a quadratically convergent algorithm 
near the optimum ([9], [12]). 
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